
CoBoss	Participants		
	
	
First	Name	 Last	Name	 Business	 Email	 Phone	

1) Mary  Arbuckle KulaBrands, In Vogue Lips, Skincare by Mary m.arbuckle727@gmail.com (805) 551-0231 

2) Melanie  Banayat WingSpace, LLC cowork@wingspace.biz (928) 710-5550 

3) Joshua  Bowen Chispa/Book a Josh josh.bowen@getchispa.com (928) 275-1257 

4) Aileen  Casillas	 Florian  florian.fdem@gmail.com (630) 470-2445 

5) Tom  Check  Choice Coaching AZ choicecoachingaz@gmail.com (928) 275-4594  

6) Nadia  Clark Nadia Clark nadiaclarkfr@gmail.com (928) 710-2758 

7) Katy Cornelius Ride Prescott kadelia8@gmail.com (517) 902-3160 

7) Deb  Gallegos Making A Scene Productions, LLC Deb@MakingASceneProductions.com (928) 458-5332 

8) Bonnie  Jackson T.H.E ranch t.h.e.ranch@mac.com (928) 899-5088 

9) Kristina  Jones Pink Bird Health pinkbirdhealth@gmail.com (520) 906-3060	

10) Denise  Lane Lip Sense dazzlingdenise1003@gmail.com	 (928) 442-6341 

11) Jay  Lode Granite Mountain CPA jaylodecpa@gmail.com (928) 308-2010	

12) Deborah  Mainville-Knight Mind Your OWN Business! Consulting Dmkfacilitator@gmail.com (602) 430-0744 

13) Vasilios  Markou Preskitt Eats Preskitteats@gmail.com (928) 793-6163 

14) Kara Peterson Fun Why Stories karapeterson17@gmail.com (928) 273-2293 

15) Cheri Russell The Art of Energy artofenergy@yahoo.com (818) 256-7394 

16) Mark  Schiavone The Buying Group mark@thebuyinggroup.com  (303) 963-6441 

17) Cindy  Spahr 2-A-T Construction Buildwith2at@gmail.com (480) 304-0045  

18) Kristine Teague Cannabis, Holistically cannibisholistically@gmail.com (928) 449-4291 

19) Tara Tech none Coffeenbooks@gmail.com (928) 923-4840  

20) Dakota  Thornton Tatopani Teahouse dakotathornton12@gmail.com  (541) 848-1344 

21) Mikhaila  Thornton Developing Shoe Brand mikhaila.tortuga@gmail.com (206) 856-6354 



Participants	Answers	to	Business	Questionnaire:	
Learn	more	about	each	of	the	participants’	challenges,	skillsets,	and	interests. 

	
Name: Mary Arbuckle 

Company Name: KulaBrands and In Vogue Lips and Skincare by Mary 

Email Address: m.arbuckle727@gmail.com 

Phone: (805) 551-0231 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Logistics - legal setup, taxes, etc, Technology - 
website, social media, etc 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: My communications skills. In the last year I have been getting very 
familiar with social media marketing. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Networking, website creation etc. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: None at this time. 

 



Name: Melanie Banayat 

Business Name: WingSpace, LLC 

Email Address: cowork@wingspace.biz 

Phone: (928) 710-5550 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner, Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Technology - website, social media, etc,, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well!: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Listening to your ideas and asking questions to help determine the 
steps and strategy to accomplish your idea. Breaking goals down into steps - what needs to be done first, next, etc. 
Connecting people. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: What kind of guest speakers to bring in to 
WingSpace? What topics? Are there any people in the area that are experts in these topics? 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : Independent workers are hard to find, because they're busy 
working, and not necessarily attending networking events or participating in networking groups. I'd like to explore ideas on 
how to reach more independent workers who are working from home, cafés, libraries, etc. I prefer to use guerrilla style 
marketing vs expensive - ineffective traditional marketing methods. Any creative ideas are welcome. The coworking industry 
stats indicate that the most effective ways of finding independent workers is by word-of-mouth. The other is through Google 
Search (But thos people tend to be searching for office spaces and meeting rooms to rent, but they’re not necessarily 
interested in the coworking community). 

 



Name: Joshua Bowen 

Company Name: Chispa/Book a Josh 

Email Address: josh.bowen@getchispa.com 

Phone: (928) 275-1257 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Freelancer, Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Wondering - Trying to determine my next step, 
Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making it real, Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up and 
running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Staying focused, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: All the tech help ever. Encouragement. Ideas. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Mutually assured benefit ("partnerships" and tit 
for tat referrals don't work. but maybe there is something else). How I can help them succeed. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: I apologize if my answers are not helpful. 

 

	
	
	
	
	



Name: Aileen Casillas 

Company Name: Florian 

Email Address: florian.fdem@gmail.com 

Phone: (630) 470-2445 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Freelancer, Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Logistics - legal setup, taxes, etc 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: -1 It's going amazingly well: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: I have a varied background in grant management/writing, Fire 
Service Administration, design skills, direct sales/marketing, public speaking. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Maintaining home/work balance, finance/taxes. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: Thank you for this opportunity! 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Name: Tom Check 

Business Name: Choice Coaching AZ 

Email Address: choicecoachingaz@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 275-4594 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Brand, Finding enough clients, Logistics - legal setup, etc, Technology - 
website, social media, etc, 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: -1 It's going amazingly well!: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Well I'm a life coach so I bring the toolbox of helping people think 
big picture, identifying strengths and weaknesses, identifying meaningful goals and creating plans to get there. I also come 
from a technology background - so basic spreadsheet, database, systems integration, etc. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Effective client acquisition techniques for this area 
and demographic. 
Legal and liability factors in business creation/operation. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : This should be an interesting adventure! :) 

 

 

 



Name: Nadia Clark 

Company Name: Nadia Clark 

Email Address: nadiaclarkfr@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 710-2758 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Staying focused, Technology - website, social 
media, etc 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Listening. Empathic listening as best as I can. Conflict resolution ( in 
beginning practice). Anything I teach in my French and EFT classes. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Creativity. Low-cost alternative healthcare. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: Looking forward to the program. 

 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Name: Katie Cornelius 

Business Name: Ride Prescott 

Email Address: Kadelia8@gmail.com 

Phone: (517) 902-3160 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner, Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Deciding what to do next, Staying focused 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well!: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Lol-I was a sales manager for 12 years and developed leaders... 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Foundation building 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : No 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: Deb Gallegos 

Business Name: Making A Scene Productions, LLC 

Email Address: Deb@MakingASceneProductions.com 

Phone: (928) 458-5332 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up 
and running. 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Staying focused, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well!: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Tech related, especially Apple 
All things video and video marketing 
Web development in regard to security, branding, marketing, design layout for results, SEO. 
Social media/trends 
Marketing 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: The same as above, love to collaborate 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : Not at the moment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Name: Bonnie Jackson 

Business Name: T.H.E ranch 

Email Address: t.h.e.ranch@mac.com 

Phone: (928) 899-5088 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up 
and running. 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Logistics - legal setup, etc, Other 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: -1 It's going amazingly well!: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: I am good at supporting others’ visions and at holding the space and 
providing accountability 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: See above 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : I’m going for this because I’m adding a new focus to my existing 
business. I’m working with a coach specifically on building an equine assisted coaching business but what I’d like to increase is 
local buy-in and accountability. I think I have a pretty unique business concept and I wouldn’t mind some feedback. 

 

 

 

 



Name: Kristina Jones 

Business Name: Pink Bird Health 

Email Address: pinkbirdhealth@gmail.com 

Phone: (520) 906-3060 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up 
and running. 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Brand, Finding enough clients, Logistics - legal setup, etc, Time 
management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: -1 It's going amazingly well!: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Marketing ideas 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Marketing ideas 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : <3 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Name: Denise Lane 

Company Name: SeneGence International Distributor 

Email Address: dazzlingdenise1003@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 442-6341 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Other 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up and 
running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Brand, Finding enough clients, Technology - website, social media, etc, 
Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Teamwork building skills 
Personal networking.  
Communication 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?:  
Getting outside my comfort zone 
Time management 
Social networking without feeling I am bugging people.  
Technology 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: How best to rebrand and re- launch my business? 

 

 



Name: Deborah Mainville-Knight 

Business Name: Mind Your OWN Business! Consulting 

Email Address: Dmkfacilitator@gmail.com 

Phone: (602) 430-0744 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up 
and running. 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Technology - website, social media, etc,, Time 
management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well!: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?:  
Coaching 
Facilitation 
Training 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Electronic solutions to time management 
I’m really good at brainstorming marketing ideas for others, but could sure use some ideas for my business! 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : Looking forward to this opportunity to work with other like-minded 
business people! 

	
	
	



Name: Vasilios Markou 

Business Name: Preskitt Eats 

Email Address: Preskitteats@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 793-6163 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have 
up and running. 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: -2 It's going amazingly well!: 1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Startup experience. Experience with multiple failed businesses. 
Theory of all sorts - including but not limited to: economic, advertising, public relations, cultural anthropology as it 
pertains to digital media, consumerism. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Evolution of various industries, positioning 
for the future, how to understand social change and how it applies to business. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : I like the Wing space project as a whole. The co boss event 
made me pull the trigger on meeting people behind the project in person. 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	

Name: Kara Peterson 

Company Name: Fun Why Stories 

Email Address: karapeterson17@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 273-2293 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up and 
running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Deciding what to do next, Finding enough clients, Technology - website, 
social media, etc, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: If given time to marinate on an idea, I can think outside of the box. 
I follow through. 
I can keep my mouth shut. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Social media for business practices. 
Building email lists. 
Effectively reaching and meeting needs of ideal client, so when ready to sell, they are there. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: I don't like to waste time. I do not want to join a group that wants 
to chit chat. I would love to schedule coffee time at other times. I want a power group-we are in it to advance our objectives. 

	
 



Name: Cheri Russell 

Company Name: The Art of Energy (the name will be changing) 

Email Address: artofenergy@yahoo.com 

Phone: (818) 256-7394 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Freelancer, Small business owner, 
Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Wondering - Trying to determine my next step, 
Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making it real, Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up and 
running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Brand, Deciding what to do next, Finding enough clients, Staying 
focused, Technology - website, social media, etc, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 2 It's going amazingly well: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?:  
Idea generation, Help others get to clarity quickly, Mindset shifts, Eliminate the noise, fears & fight, flight or freeze that can come with stepping 
up to new places in your business, Amplify all the good vibrational stuff you’ve got going or want to have going on so you become a magnet 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?:  Collaboration, Mentoring, Video production & getting 
comfortable on camera, Marketing technology, Clarity, focus and coming out of my little but thick shell, Safe place to try out new things 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: I am in the midst of re-inventing my current intuitive coaching business, 
formulating a brand new endeavor as well as looking for “a job” and like minded co-housing to support being able to invest the time on both (any 
leads on jobs and co-housing would be super appreciated). I am looking forward to collaborating as much as possible as I find the most brilliant 
and clear ideas come from a group on a mission. I look forward to getting to know each of you on a deeply personal level so we can all be each 
other’s champions and go-to for support. Also just throwing this out there, I think it would be fun to work in a social hour so our two groups can 
meet. 



Name: Mark Schiavone 
 
Business Name: The Buying Group 
 
Email Address: mark@thebuyinggroup.com 
 
Phone: (303) 963-6441 
 
Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 
 
What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up 
and running. 
 
What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Staying focused, Technology - website, social media, etc,, Time 
management 
 
Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well!: -1 
 
What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: New Business Development Skills, Marketing skills, Operational and 
General Management experience . 
 
What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Top Priority - Working Efficiently as a solopreneur. 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA , TIME MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, TRIAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES, VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS, POSSIBLE BARTER 
ARRANGEMENTSCONTENT MARKETING. 
 
Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : Bottomline - what costs are involved in this program ? 
 
Expected ROI ? 
	
	
	
	
	



Name: Cindy Spahr 

Company Name: 2-A-T Construction 

Email Address: Buildwith2at@gmail.com 

Phone: (480) 304-0045 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Wondering - Trying to determine my next step, Growing - 
I'm improving a business I already have up and running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Logistics - legal setup, taxes, etc, Technology - website, social media, 
etc, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 1 It's going amazingly well: -1 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Construction knowledge, estimating 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Software, taxes, marketing and budget 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: I could use help learning how to create better marketing strategies 

 

 

 

 

 



Name: Kristine Teague 

Company Name: Cannabis, Holistically 

Email Address: cannabishilistically@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 499-4291 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Growing - I'm improving a business I already have up and 
running 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: -1 It's going amazingly well: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Website development, social media training 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Not sure 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: No 

  

 

 

 

 



Name: Tara Tech 

Business Name: None 

Email Address: Coffeenbooks@gmail.com 

Phone: (928) 923-4840 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Small business owner 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Finding enough clients, Logistics - legal setup, etc 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well!: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Creativity 
Thinking outside the box 
Support 
Encouragement 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Unknown 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : No 

 

 

 

 



Name: Dakota Thornton 

Business Name: Tatopani Teahouse 

Email Address: dakotathornton12@gmail.com 

Phone: (541) 848-1344 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now? : Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making 
it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Logistics - legal setup, etc, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work? : It's not working: 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well!: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Social media knowledge, photography skills, 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: Help to build my business plan. 
 
Ideas for marketing specifically for the Prescott area. 
 
Help finding out information about the local demographic. 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add? : I'm very excited for this opportunity 

 
	
	
	
	
	
	



Name: Mikhaila Thornton 

Company Name: Developing Shoe Brand 

Email Address: mikhaila.tortuga@gmail.com 

Phone: (206) 856-6354 

Which one of the following do you best identify with in terms of your work?: Startup founder 

What stage do you feel you're at with your work right now?: Wondering - Trying to determine my next step, 
Developing - I have an idea, now I'm working on making it real 

What do you feel are your biggest challenges?: Brand, Deciding what to do next, Staying focused, Time management 

Overall, how would you say you are doing with regards to your relationship to your work?: It's not working; 
something has to change!: 0 It's going amazingly well: 0 

What skills do you have to offer other coworkers?: Design (graphic, web, and photography), branding, social media and 
tips on health and fitness. 

What topics are you interested in exploring with other coworkers?: New business development, how to find others for 
collaborations and creating a team, communication 

Any other thoughts or questions you'd like to add?: Look forward to it! 

	
	


